A playful pup gets kicked out of the house because he's being too hyper, but no one in the farmyard wants to play with him because he's so dirty. He's not sad for long, though. Soon he finds a friend who is just as mucky and playful as he is! "Originally published in Great Britain by Andersen Press Ltd"—Title page verso. Character Designs - Mucky Pup Illustration - Jennifer Speed-Andrews. I Love Chocolate I Love The Beach I Love Fairy Freelance Illustrator Piece Of Me I Love Dogs Pup Drawings Floral. Mucky Pup Illustration. A Mucky Pup Illustration: Bologne Children's Book Fair. Piece Of Me Pup Presents Feelings Sketches Illustration Free Gifts Illustrations. Mucky Pup Illustration. Ken Brown is the award-winning author-illustrator of Lion in the Long Grass, Monster Mucky Pup, Mucky Pup's Christmas, and the Kate Greenaway Medal and Smarties Book Prize-shortlisted Tattybogle. Product details. Publisher: Andersen Press (October 1, 2007). My nieces have loved this book forever and always laugh when I call them Mucky Pups too. Read more. Helpful. Mucky Pup were an American hardcore and crossover thrash band formed in Bergenfield, New Jersey, United States, in 1986, when brothers Chris (vocals) and John (drums) Milnes joined up with Scott Dottino (bass) and Dan Nastasi (guitar) as the cover band, Predator. The band soon began writing original material and changed the band name to Mucky Pup. Over the years, the band went through several lineup changes and musical style changes while gaining minor success in both the USA and Europe. Their